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IN  THE  COURT  OF  ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE, 

SONITPUR,TEZPUR 

 
Present: -     Md. Darak Ullah, A.J.S. 
  Additional Sessions Judge, 
  Sonitpur, Tezpur. 
 
Committing Officer :     Sri K.K. Sharma,  
      Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate,  
      Sonitpur, Tezpur.  
 

 Spl. (Electricity) case No. 1  of 2016 

      (Arising out of  G.R Case No 1922 of 2012) 

                U/s.135 of Assam Electricity Act 

State 

-Vs- 

 
             Sri Nandeswar Saikia 
            S/o Lt. Chandi Saikia 
   Vill: Bahbari 

  Under  Tezpur P.S., Sonitpur 
                                         ….. Accused person. 

 

Advocates appeared:- 

 For the State  :    Smti R. Chakravarti,  Ld. Addl. P.P. 

 For the accused :    Sri A.K. Saikia, Ld. Advocate. 

 

 Date of evidence :    2-11-16,20-12-1615-3-17,6-6-17,30-11-17,19-1-18.  

 Date of argument :    19-3-2018.  

 Date of Judgment :     2-4-2018. 
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JUDGEMENT  

1.                    Prosecution case in brief is that on 16th July, 2012 accused 

Nandeswar Saikia of Bahbari Bagisa unauthorisedly connected his domestic 

line to his poultry farm by drawing PVC line crossing the PWD road with 

bamboo poles.   

2.                    An FIR to that effect was filed by the Manager, Rangapara 

Electrical Sub-Division , APDCL (CAR), Rangapara before the O/C,  ASEB 

Police Station  which was registered as Tezpur ASEB P.S. case No. 01/12   

U/s.135(A)  of  Electricity Act,2003.  

3.                    After investigation, the investigating agency has submitted 

charge-sheet against accused Sri Nandeswar Saikia U/s.135 (A) of    

Electricity Act, 2003.  

4.                   On appearance of the accused person, the copy was furnished 

to him and the case was committed to the court of Sessions as per Sections 

209 Cr.P.C, by Sri K.K. Sharma, Addl. Chief Judicial Magistrate, Sonitpur, 

Tezpur  and thereafter this case is transferred to this Court for trial.  

5.                  After going through the materials on record, including the report 

U/s 173 Cr.P.C and after hearing both sides, charge U/s.135 (1)(b) of 

Electricity Act was framed against the accused person. The contents of the 

charges were read over and explained to the accused person to which he 

pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried.  

6.                 During trial, prosecution has examined as many as 8(eight) 

witness in the form of-  

       PW-1 Sri Bhuban Pokhrel 
PW-2 Md. Aminuz Jahan 
PW-3 Sri Ramesh Pasowan 
PW-4 Sri Lalit Bora 
PW-5 Sri Bhaskar Pratim Kalita 
PW-6 Parag Gogoi 
PW-7 Sri Prafulla Bhuyan 
PW-8 Md. Abdul Momin 

 
    Prosecution has also exhibited only some  documents in the form of  Ext.1 to 

Ext.4. Prosecution evidence was closed. Statement of the accused person 

recorded U/s 313 Cr.P.C. The accused denied the allegation in toto and 

declined to adduce evidence in his defence.   
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7.                  POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- 

                            Whether the accused person, on 16th July, 2012 by an 

unauthorized manner connected domestic power connection 

to his poultry farm by a PVC wire crossing the PWD road 

with bamboo poles and thereby committed an offence 

punishable U/s.135 (1)(b)  of Assam Electricity Act.    

 

EVIDENCE  

8.                     PW1  Sri Bhuban Pokhrel in his evidence stated that  on            

16-7-12 at about 12 noon he along with SDO Bhaskar Patim Kalita, Lalit 

Bora, Ramesh Pashowan and other staff with special police force went to 

Bahbari T.E. under Bandarmari area to inspect illegal electric 

connection/consumption of electricity energy. During inspection it came to 

their notice that Nandeswar Saikia of village Bahbari Bagisa had taken 

illegal connection from his domestic line to poultry farm using the same as 

commercial line. They immediately disconnected the line and seized the 

wire used for illegal connection. SDO and other staff entered into the 

house of Nandeswar Saikia and inspected the meter and found that illegal 

connection was taken from the said meter. The seized wire was about 30 

meters long.   

9.     In cross examination he has stated that he has not 

produced or seen the documents relating to the connected to the house of 

Nandeswar Saikia. He denied the defence suggestion that there was no 

connection in the name of Nandeswar Saikia. He further denied the defene 

suggestion that Nandeswar Saikia did not illegally used connection from 

domestic line for commercial use.    

10.              PW2 Md. Aminuz Jahan in his evidence stated that on              

16-7-2012 at about 10/10:30 a.m. he accompanied the vigilance team 

comprising SDO Bhaskar Pratim Kalita, Bhuban Pokhrel, Lalit Bora, 

Ramesh Pashowan and othe staff with special police party to Bandarmari 

area to inspect illegal electric connection/consumption of electric energy. 

During inspection it came to their notice that one PVC wire was taken from 

the house of Nandeswar Saikia across the road to a poultry farm belonging 

to him. It was illegally taken from his domestic line. Their team checked 
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the meter and found that Nandeswar Saikia used electric energy for 

commercial use from his meter installed n his house. Then he seized the 

PVC wire about 20 meters long and disconnected the line. He has proved 

the seizure list as Ext.1 wherein Ext.1(1) is his signature. They have also 

furnished a copy of the seizure list to Nandeswar Saikia’s representative 

Pinku Saikia, son of Nandeswar Saikia. Then SDO Bhaskar Pratim Kalita 

lodged the FIR with Rangapara PS on 20-7-12.      

11.             During cross examination he has stated that in Ext.1 there is over 

writing in respect of date and probably it was done by him. They maintain 

in their office register of consumers and consumer number is put in the 

register. They called the neigbouring people and from the neighbouring 

people and inmates of the house they came to know that the house 

belongs to Nandeswar Saikia. He denied the defence suggestion that they 

did not seize PVC wife from the possession of Nandeswar Saikia.  

12.                 PW3 Sri Ramesh Pashowan in his evidene stated that on 

16-7-12 in the morning he accompanied the vigilance team comprsing 

SDO Bhaskar Pratim Kalita, Bhuban Pokhrel, Lalit Bora and other staff with 

special police party to Bandarmari area to inspect illegal electric 

connection/consumption of electric energy. During the inspection it came 

to their notice that one PVC wire was taken from the house of Nandeswar 

Saikia across the road to a poultry farm belonging to him and it was 

illegally taken from his domestic line. He disconnected the line by 

removing the cable as per direction of the SDO.  

13.              In his cross examination he has stated that he does not 

know in whose name the connection stands. He does not know as to who 

was the owner of the house. he did not see preparation of any seizure list 

nor he put his signature as witness. He also did not see the wire/cable in 

the court.  

14.              PW4 Sri Lalit Bora in his evidence stated that on the date 

of occurrence he along with other officials of the ASEB went to Bandarmari 

Bahbari area for line maintenance work. Accused Nandeswar has 

connected an electrical line to his poultry farm from the meter installed by 

ASEB in the residence of the accused person. They have not 

installed/connected the said electrical line to his poultry farm from the 

meter of ASEB installed in the house of the accused. Jr. Engineer Aminuz 
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Jahan has seized the PVC wire of about 20 meter length by which the 

accused connected the poultry farm with his meter.  

15.      In his cross examination he has stated that he has not 

seen any documentary proof of ownership of the meter from where the 

illegal connection were taken to the poultry farm. He has not enquired the 

gaonburha and other people to ascertain the owner of the poultry farm. 

He has denied the defence suggestion that there was no illegal connection 

from the meter of accused Nandeswar Saikia to any poultry farm. He has 

not seen the seized PCV wife in the court.  

16.                      PW5 Sri Bhaskar Pratim Kalita in his evidence stated that on 

16-7-2012 he along with Jr. Engineer Aminur Jahan, Jr. Engineer Parag 

Gogoi, Asstt. Engineer Bhuban Pokhrel, Lineman Lalit Bora along with 

other staff and battalion went to Bandarmari Bahbari area for anti theft 

drive. They have found that from the house of the accused having the 

domestic electrical line connection, accused Nandeswar Kalita has 

connected electrical line, unauthorisedly, to his poultry farm by using PVC 

wire over bamboo post.  They have disconnected the line and seized the 

said PVC wire which was approximately 20 metres in length. Thereafter he 

has lodged FIR before Special (ASEB) Police Station, Mission Chariali.  He 

has proved the seizure memo, FIR  and seizure list as Ext.1, Ext.2 and 

Ext.3 wherein Ext.1(2), Ext.2(1) and  Ext.3(1) is his signatures.   

17.                       In his cross examination he has stated that as per their  

instruction the linesman had disconnected the electric connection. The 

case was detected on 16-7-2012. Police received his FIR on                  

22-7-12.  They maintain consumer register and in the said register the 

consumer number and other details of the consumers are maintained.  In 

Ext.1 consumer number of the house of the accused is not mentioned.  He 

has not seen the seized wire before the court.  He has not collected any 

documents in respect of the ownership of the house and the land over 

which the said house is situated. He has not collected information as to 

know the ownership of the said poultry house.   

 

18.                      PW6 Sri Parag Gogoi in his evidence stated that on the date 

of occurrence as per direction of  SDO Bhaskar Pratim Kalita he had 

handed over PVC wire – 20 metres to ASEB Special Police  who had seized 
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the same. He has proved the seizure list as  Ext.3  wherein Ext.3(2) is his 

signature. He has also proved the said PVC wire as Material Ext.1.    

19.                      In his cross examination he has stated that there is no 

special marking upon the PVC wire. He handed over the said PVC from 

their Sub-divisional store. 

20.         PW7 Sri Prafulla Bhuyan in his evidence has narrated 

various stages of investigation conducted by him. He has proved the Fir as 

Ext.2 wherein Ext.2(2) is his signature.  

21.     PW8 Md. Abdul Momin  is one of the investigating officer 

who has also narrated various stages of investigation conducted by him. 

After completion of investigation he has submitted the charge sheet 

against the accused Nandeswar Saikia U/s.135 of Electricity Act.  He has 

proved the seizure list and charge sheet as Ext.3 and Ext.4 respectively 

wherein Ext.3(3) and Ext.4(1) are  his signatures.   

    

              DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR DECISION 

 

22.            Appreciating the evidence on record it is found that PW7 Sri 

Prafulla Bhuyan and PW8 Abdul Momin were the investigating officer. PW7 

has proved the FIR, the Ext.2 and narrated various stages of investigating 

conducted by him. Similarly PW8 also narrated various stages of 

investigation conducted by him and has proved the seizure list and charge 

sheet as Ext.3 and Ext.4. All the witnesses i.e. PW1 Bhuban Pokhrel, PW2 

Aminuz Jahan, PW3 Ramesh Pasowan,PW4 Lalit Bora, PW5 Bhaskar Pratim 

Kalita have stated in their evidence that on 16-7-12 they went on anti 

theft drive and disconnected the illegal electricity connection taken from 

the domestic line of the accused to a poultry farm using the same as 

commercial line. The defence, although, have put a question in cross 

examination that PWs have not seen any documentary proof of ownership 

of the said house but could not able to rebut all other incriminating 

evidence put forward by the aforesaid witnesses against the accused 

person. All the witnesses have stated that the accused had illegally used 

the said electric connection and as such absence of any documentary 

evidence of ownership of the land and house cannot be a sole ground to 

disbelieve the evidence of prosecution witnesses. PW6 Parag Gogoi has 
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proved the seizure list, the Ext.3 and has handed over the seized items to 

police as per direction of the SDO. He has also proved the PVC wire as 

Material Ext.1 in the court.  

23.     After going through the oral as well as documentary 

evidence on record i.e. seizure list, charge sheet etc. I have found that 

prosecution has able to prove the offence U/s.135 of Electricity Act against 

the accused beyond all reasonable doubt.  

 

O  R  D  E  R 

24.                       In result, accused Nandeswar Saikia is convicted    

U/s.135 of the Electricity Act, 2003.  

25.                      Upon consideration of nature and gravity of offence  I am 

of the opinion that act of the accused causes loss to the Government as 

well as public money and as such  I am not inclined to provide the benefit 

of  Section 360 of Cr.P.C. or Probation of Offenders Act, 1958,  to the 

accused. 

26.                       I have heard the accused on the point of sentence. He has 

submitted that he is aged 65 years and has been suffering from 

hypertension as well diabetes and is under medical treatment. Today also 

he has under-gone blood test etc. He has further submitted that 

connection was made by his younger son and prayed for mercy. The 

accused in his statement U/s.313 of Cr.P.C. also stated that he is 

aged 65 years.  The sentence hearing is reduced into writing and kept 

with the record.  

27.                      On consideration of nature and gravity of offence as well as 

statement U/s.313 of Cr.P.C.   I am of the opinion that imposition of fine 

alone will serve the purpose. Accordingly, accused Nandeswar Saikia is 

sentenced to pay a fine of Rs.10,000.00 (Rupees ten thousand) only, in 

default, Simple Imprisonment for 3 (three) months.  

28.                      Bail bond stands cancelled.                                

29.                Seized materials  be confiscated to the State.  

30.                     Case record of G.R. case No. 1922 of 2012  be sent back to 

the Court of Ld. Chief Judicial Magistrate, Sonitpur, Tezpur along with a 

copy of the judgement. 
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 31.                    A copy of the judgement be furnished to the accused free of 

cost as per Sec.363 of Cr.P.C.                     

  

   32.                     Given under the hand and seal of this Court on this 2nd  day 

of April, 2018.  

 

(D. Ullah) 
Additional Sessions Judge,  

           Sonitpur,Tezpur 

Dictated and corrected by me 

 

        ( D. Ullah) 

Additional Sessions Judge, 
      Sonitpur, Tezpur 
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APPENDIX 

 
     Prosecution witnesses: 
 

  PW-1 Sri Bhuban Pokhrel 
PW-2 Md. Aminuz Jahan 
PW-3 Sri Ramesh Pasowan 
PW-4 Sri Lalit Bora 
PW-5 Sri Bhaskar Pratim Kalita 
PW-6 Parag Gogoi 
PW-7 Sri Prafulla Bhuyan 
PW-8 Md. Abdul Momin 

      Prosecution Exhibits : 

              Exhibit-1…..  Seizure list.  
              Exhibit-2….. FIR. 
         Exhibit-3 …. Seizure list.  
         Exhibit-4 …. Charge sheet 
               

Defence Witnesses:  
  

Nil  
Defence Exhibits:  

   
 Nil.  

 
 
         

    ( D. Ullah)  
Addl. Sessions Judge,      
Sonitpur,Tezpur 

 
 


